
SOFA BEDS



A sofa bed is a versatile and space-saving piece of furniture. Sofa at 
day and bed at night. It’s perfect for small homes and tiny rooms, as it 
frees the space a bed would normally take up. It’s also a great option 
for the guest room, where it provides your guests with a comfortable 
and good night’s sleep.

The SOFTLINE sofa beds are just as stylish as our normal sofas. We go 
to great extents together with our designers to make sure that our sofa 
beds are aesthetically pleasing, while still prioritising functionality and 
comfort, to offer you a timeless sofa bed that can proudly be displayed 
in your home.

As our comprehensive collection shows, the sofa beds come in many 
shapes and sizes. Find one to match your interior and explore our 
fabric options that allow you to give your sofa bed a personal touch. 
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ZENZO

DESIGN: SUSANNE GRØNLUND
 

ZENZO is a minimalistic sofa bed in a design characte-
rised by calm and clean lines that invites you to relax, 
recharge and get a restful night’s sleep. As a sofa the 
seat is comfortable during the day, and at night as a 
sofa bed, it gives you the best conditions for a deep 
and relaxing sleep. ZENZO is easily turned into a bed, 
and the two mattresses are connected to provide an 
even surface for resting in a proper size fit for two peo-
ple. The stylish design works well in any room of the 
house, and style-wise it will match most interiors. The 
frame is made of wood – elegant and Nordic – and the 
cover comes in a number of colours and materials that 
allows you to customize ZENZO to match your specific 
needs, wishes and style.
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Sofa Bed
L 200  D 89 H 75,5  SH 47  SD 60 cm

Bed: 151 x 200 cm



DESIGN: MÜLLER & WULFF

Stylish and casual.
This is a fresh, uncomplicated sofa bed in a chic 
design, perfect for sitting, chilling and sleeping. 
The sofa radiates a casual elegance with the 
fabric-covered steel armrests and the cushions with 
pointed seams. The construction of the armrests crea-
tes a strong identity and uniqueness. The seat depth of 
the MADISON sofa invites you to lounge and chill. The 
pillows, which can be freely arranged, can be used as 
armrests, for lumbar support or as 
backrests – and there is plenty of space for your 
personal favourite pillow too. As an extra hidden fea-
ture, MADISON is easily converted into a comfortable 
single or double bed.

GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2018   
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Sofa
L 209 D 95 H 65/75 SH 40 cm
Bed: 77/143 x 200 cm

MADISON



DESIGN: MÜLLER & WULFF

MADISON WOOD is an uncomplicated sofa bed for 
sitting, chilling, or sleeping, that embraces the Scan-
dinavian lifestyle of “hygge”. With its handcrafted, 
fabric-covered armrests and pointed seam cushions, 
the MADISON WOOD sofa is pure elegance. The 
wooden armrests underline the identity, uniqueness, 
and ecological sustainability of this unique furniture 
design.

The seat depth of MADISON WOOD invites you to 
lounge and chill. The upper seat cushion can be easily 
folded forward and a generous and comfortable space 
is created for sleeping and chilling.

GREEN GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2023
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Sofa Bed
L 216 D 88 H 65/75 SH 40 cm

Bed: 77/143 x 200 cm

MADISON WOOD



WOOD

DESIGN: JAKOB SCHENK

Play around.
Get creative with the innovative sofa WOOD. 

The back cushions can be placed anywhere on 
the wooden frame, and the two-seat cushions 
can be moved to the front to make more space 
for lounging. On the back frame, there is room 
enough for a lamp, a laptop or a glass of wine, 
which makes WOOD perfect for sitting, relaxing, 

working, reading and napping.

GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2019

Sofa
L 218 D 111/135 H 81  SH 42 cm
Bed: 200 x 109 cm
Cushion
L 80 D 39 H 39 cm
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NOVA

DESIGN: MÜLLER & WULFF

Positions yourself in total comfort .
A comfortable and functional sofa bed with a relaxed 
and urban feel. Sit, lie back or sleep in total comfort 
thanks to the adjustable backrest divided in two parts – 
with four different backrest positions.
An unique, clean and striking design that is elegant and 
inviting. The large sofa is easily turned into a double 
bed.  

Sofa
L 204 D 107 H 70 SH 38 cm

Bed: 120 x 200 cm



NEVADA

DESIGN: BUSK + HERTZOG

Simplicity and functionality in one. 
Sit and relax, chill-out or rest. NEVADA is a versati-
le sofa system perfect for private and public spaces. 
Play with the colours of the elements and create a 
combination to match your interior design. As an ex-
tra hidden feature, NEVADA is easily converted into 
a comfortable bed – see the functionality and other 

details at www.softlinefurniture.com.
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Sofa with armrest
L 172 D 107 H 60/75  SH 35 cm
Bed: 75 x 196 cm
Chaise Longue Large
L 172 D 90 H 60/75  SH 35 cm
Bed: 90 x 196 cm
Chaise Longue Small
L 172 D 75 H 60/75  SH 35 cm
Bed: 75 x 196 cm
Pouf
L 107 D 107 H 35  SH 35 cm



NEVADA 3P

3P Sofa
L 200 D 107 H 60/75 SH 35 cm
Bed: 75/130 x 200 cm

DESIGN: BUSK + HERTZOG

Simply stylish.
NEVADA 3-P is a comfy, flexible sofa that is easy to turn 
into a double bed. The design is clean and stylish and 
the size is perfect if you have limited space. You can 
also combine it with other modules in the NEVADA ran-
ge and design you own elegant piece of furniture. 
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DESIGN : BUSK + HERTZOG

      
A modern design piece
JASON has an appealing, modern design with a high 
back, gently rounded corners and a mattress with soft 
edges. It’s a contemporary sofa for relaxing, lounging 
or having a confidential chat – in the living room or in 
a public environment. JASON builds a bridge between 
different furniture types, and the sofa is easily conver-
ted into a comfortable bed for two adults.
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Sofa
L 213 D 87 H 97 SH 40 cm
Bed: 70/135 x 200 cm
Cushion
L 95 D 13 H 24 cm

JASON



DESIGN : BUSK + HERTZOG

      
Stylish and practical  

The modern sofa JASPER has a contemporary design, 
ideal for both private homes and public spaces. The 
backrest design lets you sit in the “corners” of the sofa, 
offering many more ways to relax than the average 
sofa bed. As an extra hidden feature JASPER is easily 

converted into a comfortable bed for two adults.
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Sofa
L 212 D 83 H 72 SH 39 cm

Bed: 70/140 x 200 cm

JASPER



DESIGN: BUSK + HERTZOG

Practical and modern 
The three-seater sofa METRO is durable, stylish and 
comfortable. Combine it with other furniture in our 
collection to create a chic decor with a modern vibe. 
METRO can easily be turned into a single or double 

bed if desired.

Sofa
L 218 D 92 H 78 SH 38 cm
Bed: 68/135 x 200 cm

METRO
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CITY

DESIGN: STINE ENGELBRECHTSEN

Chill out and sleep tight.
Single or double? CITY comes in two different sizes and 
is perfect for a small apartment or a room that needs 
a functional and relaxing sofa or chair that doubles as 
a comfortable bed. There are eight backrest positions 

and a number of colours and fabrics to choose from. 
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Sofa
L 150 D 98 H 78 SH 41 cm

Bed: 148 x 209 cm
Chair

L 73 D 98 H 78 SH 41 cm
Bed: 73 x 209 cm



CORD

DESIGN: BUSK + HERTZOG

Elegant and practical .
This sofa bed has it all: Style, comfort, a hidden bed 
and eight backrest positions. It’s compact and per-
fect for small urban spaces. Available as a chair that 
turns into a single bed, and as a sofa that turns into 
a bed for two people.
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Sofa
L 170 D 96 H 76  SH 38 cm

Bed: 148 x 200 cm
Chair

L 95 D 96 H 76  SH 38 cm
Bed: 74 x 200 cm



DUET

DESIGN: SOFTLINE DESIGN TEAM

Soft and stylish.
The clean and minimalistic design of the DUET daybed 
has a surprising feature you will love: A wonderfully 
soft pillow wrapped around the mattress for added 
comfort. The steel legs have a black coating, and the 
light construction of the base creates an airy look. Use 

DUET as a sofa, daybed or a single/double bed.
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Daybed
L 202 D 82 H 57  SH 44 cm

Bed: 80/160 x 200 cm
Cushion

L 80 D 30 H 13 cm



DESIGN: SOFTLINE DESIGN TEAM

      
Elegant Nordic daybed.  
The functional daybed FRAME is elegantly designed to 
suit any room. The wooden legs create an original, na-
tural and Nordic look. FRAME will suit your needs and 
your home – as a sofa, a daybed or single/double bed.
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Daybed 
L 203 D 86 H 44  SH 44 cm
Bed: 80/160 x 200 cm

FRAME



LAZY

DESIGN: ANDREAS LUND

      
A new and simple principle.  

The intelligent design of LAZY is a result of a new and 
innovative way of thinking. The backrest of the sofa 
flips backwards in a single movement and becomes a 
part of the bed. With the light, vivid form and simple 
construction, LAZY looks both classic and modern. 
The base comes in ashwood natural or ash stained 

black.
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Sofa
L 200 D 110 H 77  SH 40 cm

Bed: 134 x 200 cm



LOUNGE

DESIGN: MÜLLER & WULFF

Sophisticated minimalism.
Use the sofa alone or combine sofa and chaise longue for a large, 
beautiful corner sofa. It’s one sofa with three functions. The adjus-
table backrest makes LOUNGE extremely comfortable, and the sofa 
and chaise longue feels great to sit on – and is a dream for sleeping. 
The LOUNGE series also consists of a pouf that can be transformed 
into a bed by flipping the seating surface. The comfort is superb, and 

it’s easy to handle. See combinations at www.softlinefurniture.com.

Corner sofa
L 303 D 183 H 75 SH 40 cm

Sofa
L 198 D 96 H 75 SH 40 cm

Bed: 85/160 x 198 cm
Chaise longue

L 183 D 105 H 75 SH 40 cm
Bed: 155 x 195 cm

3938
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DESIGN: KURT BRANDT

Classic and elegant daybed.  
The decorative design of LUBI will suit any room, 
and the classic lines radiate quality. LUBI is functio-
nal, practical and can be used as a traditional sofa, a 
daybed or a single/double bed.

Daybed
L 203 D 82 H 65 SH 44 cm
Bed: 80/160 x 200 cm

LUBI



DESIGN: MÜLLER & WULFF

Compact and classic design, 
The narrow armrests and legs give this sofa a sim-
ple and elegant look. It’s compact and in a timeless 
and classic design that can be used as a comforta-
ble couch during the day and a bed for two at night, 
since MEGHAN is easily converted into a comforta-
ble bed. MEGHAN has fully removable upholstery. 

Sofa
L 214 D 99 H 63/76 SH 40 cm

Bed: 123 x 200 cm

MEGHAN
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SLEEP

DESIGN: BUSK + HERTZOG

Functional designer sofa. 
The bestselling SLEEP sofa bed is already a modern 
design classic. The design is timeless and outstan-
ding, and this iconic sofa can also be used as a single/
double bed. The back is adjustable and allows you to 
place it just the way you like it.

SLEEP is the winning furniture of a design competi-
tion held by SOFTLINE in 1997 that Flemming Busk 
won with his brilliant and simplistic design. Since the 
introduction in 1999 the innovative design of the sofa 
bed has been widely recognized, and is considered to 
be the ultimate, minimalistic sofa.
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Sofa
L 204 D 90 H 73  SH 43 cm
Bed: 88/176 x 200 cm



SILVER

DESIGN: STINE ENGELBRECHTSEN

Snug, minimalistic elegance. 
The SILVER design lets you create an intimate sitting 
area and is perfect for private and public spaces. As an 
extra hidden feature, SILVER is easily converted into 
a guest bed. Choose between the chair or the sofa in 
a number of colours and fabrics. The frame comes in 
steel lacquered in black, white or full gloss chromium.
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Sofa
L 183 D 86 H 73  SH 38 cm

Bed: 140 x 196 cm
Chair

L 100 D 86 H 73 SH 38 cm
Bed: 56 x 196 cm



SHINE

DESIGN: BUSK + HERTZOG

Functional and futuristic.
SHINE is a multifunctional piece of furniture. Use it 
as a daybed, to lounge in or transform it into a comfy 
guest bed for two adults. The frame and upholstery are 
minimalistic with soft edges. SHINE can be adapted 
to any home with a wide range of fabrics and colours.
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Daybed
L 201 D 89 H 39/51 SH 39 cm

Bed: 87/178 x 201 cm
Cushion

L 71 D 31 H 12 cm



VENUS

DESIGN: BUSK + HERTZOG

A sofa with a personality. 
VENUS is an elegant sofa with a build-in sleeping 
function. The simple and light steel frame runs along 
the backside of the sofa – a special detail that invi-
tes you to place the sofa in the middle of the room so 
the design can be enjoyed from all angles. The built-in 
armrests and soft backrest create maximum comfort, 
and in spite of the size, VENUS is easily transformed 

into a bed to fit adults.

GOOD DESIGN AWARD 2017
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3-P Sofa
L 210 D 80 H 77 SH 41 cm

Bed: 117 x 200 cm



VICTOR

DESIGN: KURT BRANDT

A classic and tasteful sofa bed. 
This snug and simple sofa bed is a timeless classic 
from SOFTLINE. The clean lines will always be modern 
and make VICTOR fit in any home. It’s easy to convert 
the sofa into a comfortable double bed for your guests.
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Sofa
L 182 D 87 H 77  SH 42 cm
Bed: 140 x 220 cm



DESIGN: SOFTLINE DESIGN TEAM
      

A suitcase of possibilities. 
HANDY is functional and easy to store and unfold, ma-
king it very popular in many homes. The triple-fold 
“suitcase” mattress unfolds into a sleeping mattress. 
Perfect for your guest or for your children to play with 
for hours of fun.
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Suitcase mattress
L 63 D 66 H 27 cm
Bed: 66 x 189 cm

HANDY



Pouf
L 65 D 65 H 36  SH 36 cm
Bed
195 x 65 cm
Table
L 65 D 32 H 16 cm

BINGO

DESIGN: MICHIEL VAN DER KLEY

Functional design pouf.
This pouf is very popular in many homes. It’s decora-
tive, functional, flexible and easy to store and unfold. 
The triple-fold mattress turns into a sleeping mattress 
– a perfect bed for your guests or for the children to 
play on. The light tray table turns the pouf into a table.
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Pouf
L 99 D 74 H 44 SH 44 cm

Bed: 74 x 198 x 22 cm

MAX  

DESIGN: MÜLLER & WULFF

Simply functional.  
Two functions in one pouf: Use the MAX pouf for sit-
ting or transform it into a bed by flipping the seating 
surface. The comfort is superb, and it’s easy to hand-
le. The design is simple and stylish and doesn’t take 
up much room. Can be used as a stand-alone piece or 

in combination with any sofa set.
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TRIO

DESIGN: SOFTLINE DESIGN TEAM

Triple the functionality 
TRIO consists of a triple-fold mattress, which unfolds 
into a sleeping mattress – a perfect bed for your 
guest or for children to play on. This pouf is a big hit 
in many homes, because it’s decorative, functional 
and easy to store and unfold. A tray table changes the 
pouf into a table. It has eight pockets for magazines 
and other small items.

Pouf
L 65 D 65 H 36 cm
Bed: 65 x 195 cm

Table
L 65 D 32 H 16 cm

6160
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